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LETTER TO EDITOR

Establishment of prognostic nomograms based on skeletal
muscle index and serum biomarker in breast cancer
patients receiving radiotherapy

Dear Editor
The precision medical model for breast cancer patients

is the development of individualized treatment plans. One
of its core principles is that cancer treatment needs to
target the individual biological characteristics of different
patients.1-3 Therefore, besides the classic prognostic fac-
tors, novel clinical features and factors will be the key of
future researches to improve the management and prog-
nosis of breast cancer. In recent years, gene expression
characteristics have been increasingly used to make bet-
ter selection of patients who could benefit from inten-
sive treatment.4,5 However, these genetic tests are expen-
sive, which limits its widespread use. Therefore, it is of
great importance to explore cost-effective and convenient
tools that can effectively predict patients’ survival, so as to
screen high-risk patients with poor prognosis and develop
appropriate treatment plans. In this study, we first inves-
tigated the prognostic significance of a model consisting
of monocyte-to-lymphocyte ratio (MLR) and the skeletal
muscle index (SMI), which was then incorporated with
other clinicopathological factors to establish nomograms
for predicting the multiple prognosis in breast cancer.
There were 326 patients retrospectively retrieved in this

study. Skeletal muscle area was measured according to
our previous study.6,7 The SMI was calculated as follows:
SMI = skeletal muscle area (cm2)/height (m2).8 Routine
clinicopathological data were assembled within 1 week
of treatment and the MLR was calculated as monocyte
count (109/L)/lymphocyte count (109/L). According to the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, the cut-
point for L3SMI, T4SMI, and MLR was 44.9 cm2/m2,
10.6 cm2/m2, and 0.19, respectively. Based on these, the
sarcopenia-MLR (S-M) grade was defined: Grade 1, none
of the two markers elevated; Grade 2, either elevated; and
Grade 3, both elevated.
The study flow chart is shown in Figure S1, and the

baseline characteristics are shown in Table S1. The rela-
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tion between SMI at T4 and L3 measurements is shown
in Figure S2. Linear regression analysis demonstrated
significant correlation between the SMI at T4 and L3
(r = 0.553, P < .001) and the prediction rule was estab-
lished: SMI at L3= 18.928+ 1.834× SMI at T4. BMIwas sig-
nificant covariate, apart from SMI at T4, and amultivariate
regression model was established (Table S2) based on
which the following prediction rule was then established:
SMI at L3 = 11.466 + 1.399 × SMI at T4 + 0.553 × BMI.
For L3SMI-MLR, patients with S-M grade 1, the median

OS, LRFS, DMFS, and DFS time were as follows: 65.8
interquartile range [IQR]: 57.0–77.1; 65.8 IQR: 57.0–77.1;
63.4 IQR: 47.5–76.1; 63.4 IQR: 46.6–76.1 months, which for
the S-M grade 2 (61.0 months, IQR: 44.7–71.6; 60.1 months,
IQR: 42.5–71.3; 57.4 months, IQR: 33.1–70.5; 56.0 months,
IQR: 31.2–70.5) and S-M grade 3 (59.7 months, IQR:
34.5–66.6; 59.7 months, IQR: 23.0–66.6; 51.8 months, IQR:
34.5–63.9; 51.8 months, IQR: 34.5–63.9). The OS, LRFS,
DMFS, and DFS of patients with S-M grade 1 were signif-
icantly longer than that of S-M grade 2 or 3 (P = .0015 vs
P = .0130 vs P = .0150 vs P = .0170, respectively; Figure 1).
Similar results were found for T4SMI-MLR. For predicting
OS, the AUC for L3 S-M grade, T4 S-M, and TNM stage
were 0.700, 0.706, and 0.647, respectively. For predicting
LRFS, the AUC for L3 S-M grade, T4 S-M, and TNM stage
were 0.720, 0.627, and 0.705, respectively. Further, for
predicting DMFS, the AUC for L3 S-M grade, T4 S-M, and
TNM stage were 0.629, 0.625, and 0.600, respectively, and
for predicting DFS, the AUC for L3 S-M grade, T4 S-M,
and TNM stage were 0.622, 0.608, and 0.604, respectively
(Figure S3). Similar findings for OS, LRFS, DMFS, and
DFS were found in ROC analysis; L3S-M grade had high-
est AUC among the three assessment methods. L3S-M
grade had better prediction ability than current staging
system for different survival outcomes; T4S-M grade had
slightly better prediction power than TNM stage except for
LRFS.
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F IGURE 1 Comparing predictive ability by receiver-operating characteristic curve (ROC) analysis. Abbreviations: T4, the fourth thoracic
vertebra); L3, the third lumbar vertebra; SMI-MLR, combined skeletal muscle index and monocyte-lymphocyte ratio; 95% CI, 95% confidence
interval; AUC, area under the ROC curve. A, Comparing predictive ability of overall survival (OS). B, Comparing predictive ability of recurrence-
free survival (RFS). C, Comparing predictive ability of distant metastasis-free survival (DMFS). D, Comparing predictive ability of diseases-free
survival (DFS)

F IGURE 2 Nomograms for predicting 3-, 5-, and 7-year overall survival (OS), recurrence-free survival (RFS), distant metastasis-free sur-
vival (DMFS), and diseases-free survival (DFS) by L3SMI-MLR. Nomograms for (A) OS, (B) RFS, (C) DMFS, and (D) DFS

We carried out nomogram analysis and included sta-
tistically significant parameters in the univariate analysis
(Table S3) and constructed a nomogram that could predict
the 3-, 5-, and 7-year OS (Figure 2). Similarly, we ana-
lyzed the other three survival outcomes and constructed
corresponding nomograms. Considering that T4S-M
had no significant statistical difference in RFS survival
analysis, we only conducted univariate and multivariate
Cox regression analyses of OS, DMFS, and DFS and
established corresponding nomograms (Tables S4-S6 and
Figure S5). Harrell’s C-index after bootstrap correctionwas

0.743 (95% CI, 0.612–0.874), 0.823 (95% CI, 0.695–0.951),
0.661 (95% CI, 0.557–0.765), and 0.651 (95% CI, 0.552–0.750)
of the established L3S-M-based nomogram for OS, RFS,
DMFS, and DFS, which showed satisfactory accuracy in
predicting the 3-, 5-, and 7-year survival. As shown in
Figure S4, the actual values at each time point were in
good agreement with the predicted values. Similar results
were found for the established T4S-M-based nomogram of
OS, DMFS, and DFS (Figure S6).
In this study, we reported a linear relationship between

SMI at the T4 level, which is more practical in breast
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cancer patients, and SMI at the L3 level, which is com-
monly used. By combing SMI and MLR, we developed a
novel parameter named S-M grade to evaluate their asso-
ciation of multiple prognosis outcomes in breast cancer,
and contrasted the prediction power of S-M grade with the
traditional TNM stage system by ROC curve. The results
showed that contrasted with the current staging system,
L3S-M grade could better predict survival outcomes, and
the T4S-M grade prediction ability was similar to that of
the TNM stage. Based on the S-M grade, we established
effective survival outcome predictive nomograms, which
may allow accurate individualized survival prediction and
therapy of future consultation.
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